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ABSTRACT 

 
The Limit A curve is a critical function to separate the operating regions in pressure temperature space, 

to determine the Integrity Critical Safety Function status for the reactor. To eliminate rate dependence for 
the limit analysis, a hypothetical step decrease fluid transient is assumed, dropping from down-comer 
temperature 287.8℃ to a lower specified constant temperature T. Then the allowable pressure 
corresponding to this specified temperature T can be obtained by using the ASME fracture mechanics 
analysis for the reactor vessel subjected to the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).Sweeping the final 
specified temperature T, a series of minimum allowable pressures is obtained to generate the Limit A 
curve. 

Furthermore, the influences of reference stress intensity factor KIR/KIC, safe factor F, the existence 
of cladding and the methodology to obtain the coefficient Mm (ASME Section III, Appendix G) on the 
Limit A curve are systematically analyzed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Following the Three Mile Island accident (Cook et al., 1979), in 1979, the concept of critical safety 
functions (CSFs) was developed to improve risk management ability and optimize operational awareness 
in nuclear reactors. The Critical Safety Function (Oliveira et al., 2013 and Farias et al., 2013) are to 
provide information on the safety status of nuclear power plant by monitoring few critical safety variable 
combinations. These combinations can designate the status of critical safety functions which are 
necessary to maintain the defence-in-depth safety and mitigate from the accident. Prioritizing the operator 
action, the operators monitor the CSFs status periodically and check them with the reference 
values/curves, and try to stabilize or safely shut down using the emergency operating procedure (EOP). 

 
 

Figure 1.Typical critical safety function status tree for monitoring integrity. 
 

Six critical safety functions were identified to monitor the safety status in the following sequence: 1) 
Sub-criticality; 2) Core Cooling; 3) Heat Sink; 4) Integrity; 5) Containment; 6) Inventory. Fig. 1 provided 
a typical critical safety function status tree for monitoring integrity. The tree is composed of several 
decision blocks. By comparing the monitoring values and its corresponding reference, each decision 
block on the tree results in a straightforward Yes or No response, which is convenient for programming. 
The decision flow will finally lead to four terminuses, based on the priority level, with colors coded as 
RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, or GREEN. Each non GREEN color directs to an appropriate Function Re-
storation Procedure (FRP) for the operator, in order to restore the Critical Safety Function to a satisfactory 
GREEN condition. 
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Unlike the other CSFs judged by intuitive system parameters, the INTEGRITY Status Tree is unique 
among all the CSF status trees, since one of the reference values is the so-called Limit A curve to separate 
the operating region in pressure temperature space. Limit A is defined as the pressure temperature 
boundary, within which a flaw may grow and is independent of the time history of the transient. This 
paper presents a fracture analysis to generate the Limit A curve. Then the influences of reference stress 
intensity factor KIR/KIC, safe factor F, the existence of cladding and the methodology to obtain the 
coefficient Mm (ASME Section III, Appendix G) on the Limit A curve are systematically analyzed. 

 
2. METHOD 
 
2.1 Hypothetical Stepping Cooling Transient 
 

Since the severity of a Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) is dependent on the RCS cooldown rate, a 
method is needed to conservatively eliminate rate dependence from the limit analysis. This can be done 
by assuming a hypothetical step cooling transient (with infinite rate drop) to bound all possible cooldown 
rates. It is assumed to start from a downcomer wall and fluid temperature 287.8℃, then dropping to a 
specified lower constant temperature. Fig. 2 provided a representation of three hypothetical stepping 
cooling transient examples. For every PTS induced by stepping cooling, we perform finite element 
analysis of the pressure vessel beltline core region (the most risky region due to radiation damage) for the 
stress evolution process until reaching the steady state. 

 
 

Figure 2. The hypothetical stepping cooling transient for Limit A analysis 
 

2.2 Maximum Postulated Defect 
 

Following the recommendation per ASME B&PV Code (ASME, 1998), Section III, Appendix G, a 
sharp surface defect normal to the direction of maximum stress is assumed. For Section thickness ranging 
from 102mm to 305mm, the defect depth is one-fourth of the thickness, with the length to depth ratio to 
be 6.0. 

The core principle to generate the Limit A curve is to insure the stress intensity factor (SIF) KI at the 
postulated defect to be less than the reference critical SIF, KIR or KIC, depending on the selection of the 
standard edition,  

IRI KK <  or ICI KK <                                                          (1) 
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2.3 Reference Critical SIF from Different Standard Edition 
 

The reference critical SIF adopted in standard varies with edition (ASME Sec. III, 1998, 2004, 2007, 
2013 and ASME Sec. XI 2007, 2013), existing in Appendix G of Section III and Section XI. The limit KIR 
is adopted in the early editions (ASME Sec. III, 1998, 2004) and replaced by the static initiation limit KIC 
in the lately editions (ASME Sec. III and Sec. XI, 2007, 2013). 

The limits KIR and KIC are respectively given by: 
)200,223.178.26(minK )160(0145.0 +−+= NDTRTT

IR e                                        (2) 

)200,734.202.33(minK )(02.0 NDTRTT
IC e −+=                                           (3) 

Where T and RTNDT corresponding to the bulk temperature at crack tip and the reference nil ductility 
temperature, ℉, and the units of the limits KIR and KIC are inksi . Note that a value of 200 inksi  is 
conservatively used in the evaluation, for larger values of T-RTNDT. 

 
2.4 Determination of Coefficient Mm from Different Standard Edition 
 

The coefficient Mm is the key parameter to calculate the stress intensity factor at the postulated 
defect. There are mainly two approaches in determining this coefficient Mm: 1) by interpolation of the 
FIG.G-2214-1, and 2) by the formulas from Appendix G of AMSE Standard Section III.  

The coefficient Mm in the early editions (ASME Sec. III, 1998, 2004) is determined by interpolation, 
and in in the relative lately editions (ASME Sec. III, 2007, 2013) is by the following formulas. 

For an inside axial surface flaw is given by 
0.296            102

0.0293      102 305
0.51              305

m

t mm

M t mm t mm
t mm

<⎧
⎪

= ≤ <⎨
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                                          (4) 

For an outside axial surface flaw is given by 
0.285            102

0.0282      102 305
0.493            305
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⎪

= ≤ <⎨
⎪ >⎩

                                          (5) 

When using interpolation of the FIG.G-2214-1, the coefficient Mm corresponding to 1/ =yσσ  is 

adopted, where σ  is the true stress at flaw tip, and yσ  is the yield stress of the material. 
 

2.5 Calculation of Stress Intensity Factors (SIF) 
 

For the beltline region that is remotes from discontinuities, the significant stress intensity factors are 
the ImK  from general membrane stress due to pressure and ItK  from thermal gradient due to thickness 
gradient.  

Hence, the stress intensity factor KI at crack tip can be given by, 
ItKKFK ImI +⋅=                                                                     (6) 

mm σ×= MKIm                                                                      (7) 

bbIt σ×= MK                                                                       (8) 
Where F=1.0, 1.5, 2.0 is the safe factor, coefficient Mm can be determined following Section 2.4. 

The component tRP im ⋅=σ  is the general membrane stress due to pressure, with P of the designated 
inner pressure, Ri and t corresponding to inner radius and wall thickness of the vessel. For the component 

bσ  due to thermal gradient along thickness gradient, it can be determined by finite element simulation.  
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3. CRITICAL LIMITS TO SEPARATE P-T DIAGRAM 
 
3.1 Step Cooldown Crack Initiation Limit 
 

Using the hypothetical stepping cooling transient, the exert temperature of inner beltline region 
drops from the downcomer temperature 287.8  to a lower specified constant temperature T℃ i. Then 
combining the SIF calculation method (Section 2.5) and its corresponding reference critical values 
(Section 2.3), the allowed pressure enduring from the stepping cooling PTS can be determined for every 
crack during the whole transient.  

Fig. 3 plots the allowed pressure curve for a representative transient, stepping cooling to a specified 
temperature Ti. Labelling the minimal allowed pressure as Pi, then a point (Pi, Ti) to characterize the Step 
Cooldown Limit is obtained in the P-T diagram. Sweeping the finally cooldown temperature Ti, a series 
of points, each given finally temperature assumption corresponding to one allowed pressure, is obtained 
to characterize the Step Cooldown Crack Initiation Limit. 

 
 

Figure 3. Typical allowed pressure for crack located in 1/4 and 3/4 wall thickness. 
 
3.2Isothermal Wall Crack Initiation Limit 
 

The Isothermal Wall Crack Initiation Limit is an allowed pressure curve assuming a constant steady 
state through wall temperature. Rather than the former Limit from the extreme Stepping Cooldown 
transient, thermal stress through this steady state case is nearly zero and the stress intensity factor is 
almost all result from pure pressure. But if the temperature at crack tip is low enough, the inner pressure 
alone can cause flaw initiation.   

 
3.3 Lower bound for the Limit A 
 

Limit A has been defined as the lower bound of the aforementioned two limits resulting from 
stepping cooldown and isothermal wall crack initiation (see Fig. 4).Combining with the RCS safety valve 
pressure set-point plus 3% accumulation, the whole operating region in P-T space is divided into three 
areas with different crack initiation risk that involves different priority. If conditions exist left of the Limit 
A, appropriate operator action should be taken to reduce the probability of flaw growth. 
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Analyzing the whole process, it is obvious that the following factors may influence the finally Limit 
A curve: 1) selection of reference critical SIF; 2) selection of the safe factor F; 3) approaches in 
determining the coefficient Mm; and 4) influence of the weld cladding in FEM simulation. Next the 
influence of abovementioned factors on the Limit A curve will be systemically analyzed.  

 
 

Figure 4.Sketch of different Limits to generate the Limit A curve 
 

4. FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION 
 

The geometry parameters are the same as AP1000, with inner radius of the beltline region 
Ri=2025mm, wall thickness t=213.5mm, and cladding thickness t0=6mm. The material of the base metal 
is SA-508III carbon steel, while the cladding is E309L+E308L stainless steel.  

Due to symmetry, two-dimensional axisymmetric harmonic element is adopted to perform thermal 
and structural FEM simulation. Shown in Fig.5, we constrain the vertical displacement of the beltline top 
surface. The film coefficient for the inner surface is conservatively adopted as infinite, while other 
surfaces are adiabatic thermal boundary. 

 
 

Figure 5.Boundary condition for the simulation of the vessel beltline region. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The reference nil ductility temperature RTNDT influences the calculated reference critical SIF limit. 
For the geometry considered here, it belongs to the Category I that bounds those vessel with RTNDT≤93 . ℃
Hence the parameter RTNDT below will be conservatively adopted as 93  in the following calculation. ℃  

As summarized in Fig. 6, we analyze the influences of reference critical SIF, safe factor F, 
coefficient Mm and the weld cladding on the final Limit A curve shape, with the comparison to the results 
of Westinghouse. Although the approach to determine the Isothermal and Step Cooldown Limit seems to 
be complex, the final Limit A is quite intuitional, with a combination of roughly oblique and threshold 
line to separate the P-T diagram. It is obvious that the four factors considered here all have a remarkable 
influence on the Limit A shape, even on the judgment of integrity risk status, which have a urgent threat 
to the NPPs’ safety.  

 
 

Figure 6. Influences of a) the reference critical SIF, b) safe factor F, c) coefficient Mm and d) weld 
cladding on the final Limit A curve 

 
Per Appendix G of the ASME code (ASME Sec. III, 1998, 2004, 2007, 2013) it is recommended to 

use safe factor F=2.0 for Normal and Upset condition (Level A&B), F=1.5 for Test condition and F=1.0 
for Emergency and Faulted condition (Level C&D). However for our postulated Stepping Cooling 
Transient which category belongs to is really uncertain, even with the choice of reference critical SIF and 
the methodology to obtain the coefficient Mm. Hence ingenious consideration of these factors is a really 
confused problem, with the proper balance of the conservatism in generating the Limit A curve.       

It may be over conservative to employ the Limit KIR and the figure interpolation as recommended in 
the early ASME Standard editions (ASME Sec. III, 1998, 2004), when comprising with the later editions 
(ASME Sec. III, 2007, 2013), see Fig. 6a and 6c.It is quite apparent that our postulated transient with 
stepping cooldown rate can bound the most grievous transient in Level C&D, then results with F=1.0 
corresponding to Level C&D is more rational (Fig. 6b).As depicted in Fig. 6d, the model with weld 
cladding may not conservative enough due to the thermal protection effect from stepping cooldown PST. 
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Above discussion shows that the fracture evaluation using Limit KIC and formulas to determine 
coefficient Mm with safe factor F=1.0 is suitable to generate the Limit A curve, without considering the 
weld cladding.  

 
6. SUMMARY 
 

This paper presents a fracture analysis to generate the Limit A curve (relevant to evaluate the 
integrity risk status), when subjecting to the pressurized thermal shock. A hypothetical stepping cooling 
transient dropping from287.8  to a lower specified constant temperature is assumed to eliminate rate ℃
dependence. Then the postulated crack tip stress intensity can be calculated and used as a basis for 
determine the minimum allowed pressure, using the Appendix G methodology (ASME).Sweeping the 
final specified temperature, a series of minimum allowable pressures is obtained to generate the Limit A 
curve. Furthermore, influences of reference stress intensity factor KIR/KIC, safe factor C, the existence of 
cladding and the methodology to obtain coefficient Mm on the final Limit A curve are systematically 
analyzed. It shows that the fracture evaluation using Limit KIC and formulas to determine coefficient Mm 
with safe factor F=1.0 is suitable to generate the Limit A curve.  
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